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Forward
Creative Paths (EM) CIC is a unique not for profit organisation that works
specifically with older people with ill health and disability living in care or
who have care in place at home. We have over the past eight years
provided face to face arts, creative and reminiscence projects and learning
to over 6000 older people living in Nottinghamshire and successfully built
strong relationships within the 100’s of care homes and services that
support them. This has been achieved through the delivery of discreet artled community learning direct to people living in care, regular creative and
reminiscence workshops, and arts projects. Our work has been funded
through a combination of commissioned DFE funding, grants, and business
to business payments.
The effects of the pandemic on the services we were able to offer was swift
and preempted the national lock-down. Even from February 2020, care
homes were beginning to protect their residents by limiting outside
contacts. From March all care homes were not allowing visitors, even from
those closest to their residents.
‘From a Distance’ was our first response to the challenges and restrictions
caused by the pandemic. To enable us to continue to provide the much
need services to our community of interest, we had to completely change
our business model and ways of working to adapt to distanced delivery.
The Arts Council England – Emergency COVID-19 Response Fund provided
us with the financial means to achieve this.
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Consultation and Engagement
The first aspect of our project was planned to be engagement activity to
raise awareness of the new ways we were working as an organisation and
to engage care homes and their residents in our activity in a period of
stress and challenge for them. There was a necessity to approach the
project sensitively and to build a relationship of trust with the care home
staff and residents, before exploring the potentially difficult concepts of
Memorial, Healing and Hope.
On first contact with care homes and their activity staff in May 2020, it
was apparent that many had faced radical changes to the ways they
usually worked because of the Covid 19 pandemic.
Prior to the virus, group activity was encouraged, now many were forced to
reduce the size and frequency of their group work. For those with Covid
infections in their homes, restriction meant one to one activity and activity
in isolation only.
Another impact of the virus for the care homes we consulted was that their
activity coordinators were being required to pick up other care tasks due to
staff shortages caused by sickness, shielding and isolation, this meant that
their focus was being taken from their activity planning and delivery. The
initial feedback we were given led us to conclude that any arts activity that
we delivered at this time had to be one that was low maintenance and
flexible for the activity staff.
taff.
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Project Outcomes
• To artistically explore the themes of Memorial, Healing, and Hope with
care home residents in homes that had been affected by COVID-19. This
would be a pilot for new ways of providing our arts- led services via Zoom.
The project would culminate in an exhibition that could be accessed by the
care home participants.
• To carry out research, development, funding, and programme planning of
regular and sustainable art led projects to the residents of care homes in
Nottingham, to be delivered after the crisis so that the benefits of this kind
of activity are embedded into everyday life.
• To develop our website, social media, and other digital and audio/video
output to allow greater remote access to our resources and projects both
locally and nationally. This will ensure a consistent and accessible offer
over the pandemic period and post pandemic.
• To strengthen and maintain our
ur relationships with our current care home
partnerships. To raise awarenesss of the services we provide to new care
homes whose residents would benefit
enefit from our services.
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Mischief and Magic

In response to our consultations, our starting point was an arts-in-care lockdown project which explored ways that we could provide a creative
experience that was accessible, distanced and offered some light relief and
fun. The project titled ‘Mischief and Magic’ was based on Shakespeare’s
‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’ and explored the play’s themes of Love,
Dreams, Mischief and Magic. It was facilitated by artists Karyn Stavert
and Emma Wass and delivered in eight care homes using downloadable
resources and a project Facebook page. 24 people living in care
participated in the project, plus 8 activity coordinators.
We wanted a project that was able to co produce instant visual and
imaginative outcomes with the care home residents that could be shared
and celebrated on the Mischief and Magic Facebook page. This was to
build a creative community between the care homes participating, to
inspire those at different points in the project and provide a platform and
audience for the project.
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Mischief and Magic

Facebook Page
The outcomes and extension activities were shared regularly on our project
facebook page this provided a community spirit to the project.
https://www.facebook.com/courseoftruelove

Project Packs
Over the period of May 26th to June 24th we created and emailed a
project pack each week direct to the care homes participating. The project
was live so each week as aspects of the packs were completed participants
sent over their outcomes to be shared on our Facebook page. The packs
were a combination of art, craft, discussion and story telling activities
linked to the packs themes.

Website Downloads.
Once the project was complete the packs were made available on our new
website page and accessed by an additional 56 care homes to date. These
are available at https://creativepaths.org.uk/resources/downloads/

Mischief and Magic Show
A compilation video was created to showcase the outcomes of participants
this can be accessed on the project page
https://creativepaths.org.uk/projects/mischief-and-magic/
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Mischief and Magic
This was a group piece created by care home residents from Falcon House
care home in response to our story telling resource from our 'Mischief' pack.

Trouble.
There was a dog called Jasper, who lived with a family in London, and one
day there was trouble in the house. Everything in the lounge had been
turned upside down and Jasper was worried that he would get the blame. It
couldn’t have been him though as the crooked picture on the wall was too
high up for him to reach. Besides which, Jasper was a good dog – a bit
shaggy, big and clumsy, but well looked after, with a smart collar and wellbrushed coat. As the homeowner entered the lounge with a rattling mop
and bucket to clear up the mess, Jasper started yapping and put on his “It
wasn’t me” face. Jasper was confused and fed up as he was convinced he
would get the blame. Yes, Jasper had been jumping on the furniture and
running about, but only to try to deter the burglar who was rummaging
around. Thanks to Jasper, the burglar made a quick exit and sped off on
his flashy motorbike before anyone could say Jack Robinson. Thankfully,
the owner realised what had happened and they gave Jasper some biscuit
treats for chasing the intruder away, calling Jasper “a good boy”.
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Mischief and Magic
This two pieces were created by care home residents from Figham House
care home in response to our story telling resource from our 'Love' pack.

A helping hand.
Charlie and Angelina are having a paddle in the sea they're at Skegness
and its summertime. You can hear the sounds of the waves and the smell of
the salt water. Charlie is still stalwart, he's very nice, Angelina is very
elegant and sophisticated they have only just met and are getting on very
nicely. You can tell that he likes her, but I'm not sure if she likes him.
Charlie is pulling her one way and she is pulling the other way and she
was about to fall into the water, but he helped her keep upright...... And
then she fell into the water!

Here we go again!
These two people are paddling in the sea on in Scarborough on a sunny
day it's not summer because they haven't got their bathing costumes on.
You can hear the sound of the sea which isn't too rough. and there is a
smell of seaweed. This middle-aged couple are friends and are very
respectful of each other, before the photograph was taken, the lady had
fallen into the water and the man fished her out! Now they're going to go
and have a cup of tea.
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Memorial, Healing and Hope

Over the summer period poet Lytisha Tunbridge and artist Emma Wass
facilitated Zoom workshops using the themes of Memorial, Healing and
Hope with the residents of the care homes Figham House, Falcon House,
Pendle Brook and Sutton Court. In total they delivered 8 sessions to each
home which was 32 sessions in total. They worked with 10 residents and 4
activity coordinators.
This project is in response to the COVID-19 crisis, which has affected
care homes exceptionally hard. With the restrictions on visitors to care
homes, there has been a shortage of stimulating activities with limited
outside engagement.
The project sensitively explored with the participants the themes of
memorial, healing and hope through storytelling, poetry, reminiscence and
discussion. Both artists used Zoom creatively as a vehicle for visual and
audio stimulus. The creativity and engagement provided during the
sessions, inspired the participants to create poetry, stories and narratives.
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Memorial, Healing and Hope

Poetry Pack
Two poetry packs of the poems created by residents living at Pendle Brook
Care Home and Falcon House are available on the Memorial, Healing
project page of our website.

Activity Packs
As part of the 8 zoom sessions that were delivered to care homes, the
artists worked with residents to co produce an activity pack that was
inspired and influenced by the residents. The 15 page pack called Leisure
Reminiscence includes photographs, activities, prompt and links. The pack
will also be made available to download from our project page.

Illustrations
The stories, quotes and poetry that the residents shared during the
sessions have provided rich imagery which was translated into drawings by
artist Rachel Scanlon Allsobrook. These drawings were collated to make
pull up banners that will be toured around the participating care homes.
To make a Covid secure exhibition of the outcomes of the project that all
the participating care home residents can see.

'We were poets that didn’t know it
We’re poets that know it, now
We can do anything here now, we’re amazing!'
Pat Richards and John Roberts.
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Memorial, Healing and Hope

Artwork created by Rachel Scanlon Allosbrook in response to the stories and poetry
created by the project’s participants. These illustrations have been collated to make
pull up banners that will tour the care homes that participated.

'Up to now Janice has been on the whole not very vocal, only the odd word
now and then. This session was a transformation – she was voluble and
engaged with a fantastic sense of humour that she expressed this session '
Emma Wass
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Memorial, Healing and Hope

Poetry in Commotion
In my great coat
down to my toes
from the top of my nose
up the Coppice we go
The sun is shining
all is well with the world
and in our pockets
Viennese swirls

Pat Richards and John Roberts.
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Memorial, Healing and Hope

A Blooming Riot of Good Cheer
Put them somewhere they are happy with
and talk to them regularly
then they will go well
Being warm,
and looked after they all bloom –
the geraniums
the roses
the tomatoes
and the people

Barbara and Joan
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Memorial, Healing and Hope

When Barbara and Joan Take Flight
They go gliding, soaring
singing songs
flying high
over horses and pigs
Landing gracefully
unruffled and elegantly
That’s what they do

Barbara and Joan
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Creative Communities Toolkit
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Creative Communities Toolkit

We were a partnership organisation for Arts-in-Care-Home Day 2020. We
commissioned artist Ella Holden to design an arts led toolkit on the day's theme of
Creative Communities. The event was held on September 24th 2020 and the five
resource packs were made available for download by care homes at
https://artsincarehomes.org.uk/2020/09/23/creative-communities-resource-pack/.
The resource packs were accessed by 224 care homes across the country via the
Arts in Care Home website. They will also be available for free download via
Creative Paths website from December 2020.
The spaces and environments that we live in, the objects and decorations we
surround ourselves with all have a direct effect on our mood, activities, and well
being.
The aim of the toolkit is to encourage greater creative activity and small creative
changes in the care home environment. To increase the spirit of a Creative
Community within care homes and provoke imagination, enjoyment and creativity
the people that live in them.
We used five creative themes to explore in the toolkit, each themed pack has easy
creative makes, ideas, resources and tips to transform a care home into a Creative
Community. The themes were:
Nurture – Activity that supports residents to participate in nurturing and caring
activities such as growing plants, animal care and friendships.
Play – Activity that is fun and enjoyable, that promote freedom and expression
such as music making, expressive dance and movement, sensory play, role and
character play.
Create – Activities that lead to a creative outcome such as craft, art, sculpture, a
poem or story.
Relax – Activity that provides relaxation such as meditation, sound gardens, zen
activities, yoga, optical stimulus, aromatherapy, and sensory stimulus.
Celebrate – Activities that celebrate life, people, events, and achievements.
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Activity Spark

Our research, development and marketing addressed the need to ensure
future sustainability for the organisation through building in unrestricted
income to our offer. To achieve this we commissioned a rebrand and a new
website to support our business to business services and training. The
current pandemic means that we are unable to offer any face to face
services, therefore it was necessary to improve our online presence and to
build the way for paid for services.
To provide care homes with an offer similar to our face to face workshops
we developed a new service called Activity Spark.
Activity Spark is a subscription service that provides care homes with the
tools, resources and inspiration to embed high quality artistic and creative
activities into their care home’s activity programme. To meet care home
residents’ creative needs. The resource packs are designed for ease of
use with older residents living in care with ill health and disability
associated with ageing such as Dementia, Stroke and Parkinson’s disease
and they contain accessible activities that are engaging, stimulating
and fun.
Activity Spark offers activity coordinators an arts led resource, a monthly
support session with one of our creative leadership team and access to
members only page with additional resources and downloads. For the
duration of the From a Distance Project these resources have been made
freely available and will do so until the end of November. All future
resources created will be done so as part of the subscription service. The
freely available November membership page is accessible at
https://creativepaths.org.uk/activityspark/november-2020/
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Activity Spark
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Thank You
We would like to thank the following people who participated in the
project, the residents and staff of - Alder House Care Home, Figham
House Care Home, Falcon House Care Home, The Grand Care Home,
Pendle Brook Care Home, Ruddington Manor, Sutton Court Care Home,
Stoke House Care Home, Thorpe House Care Home, Wood Hall Manor
Care Home.
Thank you to the project artists - Chris Boote, Ella Holden, Rachel Scanlon
Allsobrook, Lytisha Tunbridge and Emma Wass.
Thank you to Arts Council England for the funding award.
And a very special thanks to Maurice Lunn, Elsie Ward, Patricia Lawrence,
Ann Spence, Iris Best, Margaret Baits, Judith Small, Jean Rivett, Eileen
Kelk, Pat Richards, John Roberts,Theresa Rome, Pauline Slack, Janice
Bradwell.
Karyn Stavert, CEO Creative Paths CIC
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